Cut 200mm lengths
of Scotia molding
and dowel one end

PRESENTED BY NÜÜD STUDIO.
Dowel and glue
moldings to top shelf

Welcome Burb Mechanic,
This manual is a guide for you to explore, adapt or alter;
to create your own personal exclusive. The ordinary is
camouflaged in the everyday-available around you, but
holds the potential to be extraordinary. Burb Mechanics
exhibition has investigated and constructed a small
collection of what is possible from the proprietary material
within our own context, but the field is sprawlling. The
works are made with love, care and attention and hope to
cultivate social making, sharing and ownership.

Tip: Cut the sharp
corners off the MDF
at 45 degrees to
soften

L4

Nüüd Studio is Kerli Valk and Bradley Mitchell.
All round stickybeaks, activators and interrogators;
searching for potential and joy from lasting and
contributing architectural interventions to honest handheld
objects.

320mm
35mm

Drill all leg holes and
dowels through all
layers together as
one before gluing
to ensure straight
alignment

45°

Plan of dowel set
outs for vertical
scotia structure.
30mm dowel holes
for legs in L1- under
layer of L4.

L3

60mm
Weekend Project

Nüüd Studio’s ‘Burb Mechanics’ exhibition is generously supported
by Porta Timber and Brickworks Ltd.
A big thank you to Thandi Stirling for driving graphics.

All manufacturers instructions must be read and appropriate safety
equipment used. This manual is a sketched guide only and variations
in component product’s quaility exist and Nuud Studio Pty Ltd holds
no responsibility for any items created outside of our supervision.

1740mmH X 320mmW X 470mmD

This event is part of Melbourne Design Week 2018, an initiative of the
Victorian Government in collaboration with the NGV.
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_HODDLE TOTEM
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Materials:
320x470x9mm PORTA FORESCOLOR MDF
300x450x18mm PORTA FORESCOLOR MDF
1500x30dia mm Dowel
550x30dia mm Dowel
420x315x90mm Turfgrid paver
3600x30x30mm PORTA SCO30MESB

130mm

L2

In the shed: Dowel kit, wood glue, saw, drill,
sand paper

20mm

Cut 200mm lengths
of Scotia molding
and dowel one end
for base hanging
pieces

Legs are set out
using the permeable
paver grid. Dowel or
screw fix shorter legs
for regidity.
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